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Abstract

In the transition towards a circular economy, refurbishment can be applied to regain value from used products, and to reduce waste. Refurbishment is a process in which a professional company collects and restores used products in order to resell these products to new consumers. Building on insights from the remanufacturing literature, this research is the first to provide a comprehensive understanding of the factors that influence consumer acceptance of refurbished products, and in specific refurbished mobile phones. We adopted a qualitative approach using in-depth interviews with consumers (n=20) of new and refurbished phones to gain rich insights into consumers’ considerations that play a role in the choice of a refurbished product over a new product. This paper maps out the main factors that influence consumer acceptance of refurbished mobile phones. Our findings uncover that the majority of consumers do not take a refurbished product into consideration as a consequence of a lack of awareness and a misunderstanding of what refurbishment actually entails. In addition, refurbished products are often rejected as a consequence of a negative trade-off between perceived risks and benefits. Personal, contextual and product-related factors have been identified that influence consumers’ assessment of a refurbished product’s risks and benefits. Finally, the findings have been
translated into practical guidelines for designers and marketers to positively steer consumer perception of refurbished products.
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1. Introduction

The circular economy offers important opportunities to regain value from used products and to stimulate a shift towards a more sustainable consumption model in which valuable resources are reused and less waste is created (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2012). Within the concept of the circular economy, refurbishment is a promising strategy that enables high original value retention. Refurbishment is a process in which a professional company collects and restores used products to a functional and satisfactory state, after which these refurbished products are sold to new consumers (Rathore et al., 2011). In contrast to recycling, refurbishment does not require complete dismantling of products. Consequently, a high amount of the original energy and labor that was required for production is preserved. In the academic literature, refurbishment is often used interchangeably with remanufacturing, although it is not exactly the same. Where the remanufacturing process focuses on returning products to a like-new condition that meets at least the original specifications (Ayres et al., 2007), the condition of refurbished products should be satisfactory but not necessarily equal to the original specification (Ijomah et al., 1999). The present study will focus on refurbishment, but because of the correspondence with remanufacturing and the lack of research specifically on refurbishment, insights from the remanufacturing literature will also be used.

Academic research in the area of product life extension has mainly focused on strategic and operational aspects of remanufacturing, like influences on competition and cannibalization (Agrawal et al., 2015; Atasu et al., 2008; Debo et al., 2005; Guide & Li, 2010), remanufacturing guidelines (Hatcher et al., 2011; Ijomah et al., 2007; Subramoniam et al., 2013), and functional design tools and methods to enhance the remanufacturability of products (Allwood et al., 2011; Hatcher et al., 2011; Rose, 2000). Besides environmental considerations, these studies have shown that remanufacturing and refurbishment can be valuable strategies for many companies for economic reasons (Atasu et al., 2008; Guide & Van Wassenhove, 2001; Linton, 2008; Ovchinnikov et al., 2014). Because refurbished products attract new consumer segments that would have never bought a new product, the risk of new product cannibalization has been shown to be minimal (Atasu et al., 2010; Guide & Li, 2010). Refurbishment can be seen as cost-effective, high-quality and socially responsible alternative for developing a low-end product version. In case of neglecting this opportunity, companies will run the
risk of competing against a third party offering a refurbished version of their own product, which will
definitely decrease market share and can result in brand erosion (Ferguson & Toktay, 2006).

To increase the share of refurbished products in the commercial market, there is a need for
insights on how to develop refurbished products that will have a strong appeal to consumers (Guide &
Van Wassenhove, 2009; Jiménez-Parra et al., 2014, Souza, 2013). A consumer perspective on
refurbished products has been largely unexplored. An explanation for a lack of research on a consumer
perspective may be that refurbishment has its origins in the business-to-business market, for example
with copiers. Nowadays, refurbishment is gaining interest from consumer companies, for instance in
personal and home electronics (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, tablets), and in clothing and baby
products (e.g., prams, travel cots and car seats) (Armstrong et al., 2015; Catulli, 2012; Mont et al.,
2006).

The present research contributes to the literature on product life extension by providing a
comprehensive understanding of the factors that influence consumer acceptance of refurbished
products, and specifically refurbished mobile phones. These insights can be used for the development
and commercialization of refurbished products that will satisfy consumer needs and increase
consumers’ purchase intention.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the theoretical
background of consumer responses towards refurbished products and describe the knowledge gap that
is addressed. In section 3, we explain the used methodology. Section 4 reports and discusses the
findings of our explorative study, which are translated into practical guidelines for increasing
consumer acceptance in section 5. Finally, in section 6 we present our conclusions and provide
opportunities for further research.

2. A consumer perspective on refurbished products

In the literature, various boundaries have been identified that try to explain the limited offer of
refurbished products in the today’s consumer market. First, companies do not fully acknowledge the
value of refurbishment, and are put off by the idea of high investment costs (Abdulrahman et al., 2014;
Hatcher et al., 2011; Govindan et al., 2015; Vasudevan, 2012). A lack of technical capabilities, skilled
people, product quality concerns and design issues also hinder companies to develop well-functioning refurbishment facilities (Sharma & Sharma, 2014; Vasudevan, 2012; Wei et al., 2015). Furthermore, there are no guidelines and standards for refurbishment, which leads to a great variety in product quality and a lack of recognition among authorities, companies and consumers (Sharma & Sharma, 2014). Uncertainty about the availability and supply of used products, which is fostered by consumer unwillingness to return used products, is another factor that prevents companies to take advantage of refurbishment opportunities (Goodall et al., 2014; Sharma & Sharma, 2014; Vasudevan, 2012). Finally, a lack of remarketing strategies and, as a consequence, a lack of consumer acceptance is a crucial boundary for companies to invest in refurbishment (Govindan et al., 2015; Sharma & Sharma, 2014; Vasudevan, 2012; Wei et al., 2015).

The current literature on consumer response towards refurbished products predominantly focuses on consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP), which is elicited in an imaginary purchase situation. It has been concluded that consumers show a lower WTP for refurbished products due to a high perceived risk and low perceived quality of refurbished products (Debo et al., 2005; Guide & Li, 2010; Hamzaoui Essoussi & Linton, 2010, 2014; Hazen et al., 2012; Michaud & Llerena, 2011; Wang et al., 2013). Furthermore, researchers have started to investigate the factors that may influence consumers’ evaluations of refurbished products. It has been found that consumers’ low WTP is related to the ambiguity that is surrounding the refurbishment process (Hazen et al., 2012). A lack of understanding and knowledge of refurbished products fosters low quality perceptions and reduces consumers’ WTP. Another study identified that low quality perceptions can be reduced by a positive brand reputation, which acts as an affirmation of product quality (Hamzaoui Essoussi & Linton, 2014). Studies based on secondary market transaction data suggest that a positive seller reputation and approval by the original manufacturer increase consumers’ WTP for refurbished products (Pang et al., 2015; Subramanian & Subramanyam, 2012). From an environmental perspective, consumers’ evaluation of refurbished products can be improved by providing information about the environmental benefits of refurbishment (Michaud & Llerena, 2011). Specifically, it has been demonstrated that providing eco-certification with a refurbished product can counterbalance the difference in WTP between a refurbished and a new product for certain product categories (Harms & Linton, 2015). Another stream of literature has
adopted models integrating multiple general factors to explain consumers’ purchase intention for refurbished products (Jiménez-Parra et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013). Influencing factors include consumers’ attitude towards refurbished products, perceived risk, benefits and behavioral control to execute the purchase, as well as contextual factors, like the opinion of the individual’s social referents and the marketing mix. Recent attempts to validate existing assumptions, concerning the influence of knowledge, price, brand, quality and green attributes on consumers’ perception of refurbished products, concluded that current insights are not sufficient to fully understand how consumers perceive and evaluate refurbished products (Abbey et al., 2015; Wang & Hazen, 2015). For example, Abbey et al. (2015) propose that also negative attributes perceptions, like feelings of disgust, influence the attractiveness of refurbished products.

Although existing studies provide valuable insights, these studies also illustrate the limitations of prior research in the area of consumer acceptance. First, these studies focused on the final phase in consumers’ decision-making process in which consumers evaluate risks and benefits. However, consumers’ decision-making process includes several phases (Engel et al., 1968) and it is likely that these other phases will influence consumer acceptance of refurbished products as well (Fig. 1). Second, prior studies predominantly used hypothetical scenarios to elicit consumer reactions, or conducted the study in an experimental setting. Under such hypothetical conditions, it is possible that participants express a more positive attitude towards a certain offer, on which they do not always act upon in reality. This attitude-behavior gap is especially apparent in situations where environmental or social considerations play a role (Boulstridge & Carrigan, 2000). Thus, more research is needed to uncover consumers’ response towards refurbished products in an actual market setting. Third, due to the quantitative character of these studies, there is a lack of understanding of consumers’ motives and considerations that drive consumers’ choice in relation to refurbished products. As a consequence, the knowledge about consumer response is limited to a few predetermined factors. The studies that integrate multiple factors (Jiménez-Parra et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013) only use generic models that correspond strongly to the literature on consumer response towards new products (Ajzen, 1991; Bettman et al., 1991) and provide no additional insights into consumers’ considerations that are unique for refurbished product acquisition.
Our research aims to address these shortcomings by comprehensively exploring the most pertinent factors that influence consumer acceptance of refurbished products. By adopting a qualitative approach and investigating consumer response towards refurbished phones in an actual market setting, this research contributes to the literature by advancing the understanding of consumers’ response towards refurbished products. In this way, this research responds to the need for a rich and integrated investigation of behavioral factors that provides insight into how firms can shape consumers’ perceptions of refurbished products (Abbey et al., 2015; Guide & Li, 2010; Wang & Hazen, 2015). The main objective is to provide a substantial knowledge base to advance the analysis and development of refurbished products in the consumer market. This knowledge is of direct practical and environmental importance to encourage and support companies to implement refurbishment as an economically and environmentally viable strategy for product life extension. Rather than focusing on the limitations of refurbishment, we provide designers and marketers with guidelines to positively steer consumer perception of refurbished products and increase consumer acceptance.

2.1 Theoretical model

To provide an integrated overview of the different factors influencing consumer acceptance of refurbished products, a theoretical model has been used that breaks down the consumer decision-making process in different phases (Fig. 1).

![Theoretical model of the consumer decision-making process used to investigate consumer acceptance of refurbished mobile phones (based on Engel et al., 1968)](image-url)
This theoretical model is based on the widely used consumer decision-making model introduced by Engel, Kollat & Blackwell (1968). This EKB model characterizes consumer decision-making as a problem-solving process that takes place in different phases. The model has received criticism for its cognitive approach, which treats consumers as rational human beings investing great mental effort in product acquisition, but neglects the influence of impulse and affective purchase behavior (Mowen, 1988; Olshavsky and Granbois, 1979). However, it is also acknowledged that such a cognitive decision-making process is representative for utilitarian, high involvement products like mobile phones (Petty et al., 1983). Because of the complex and expensive nature of mobile phones and their personal importance to consumers’ daily life, consumers are likely to engage in an extensive thought process during product acquisition as proposed by the EKB model.

Following the EKB model, decision-making starts with an orientation phase in which consumers decide which product alternatives are potentially suitable to satisfy an unfulfilled need. At the start of this phase, the consumer has an initial consideration set consisting of the alternatives the consumer can recall from memory and are associated with an initial favorable attitude. During the orientation phase, information search takes place and new alternatives can be discovered. At the end, a final consideration set is formed that consists of alternatives the consumer is aware of and has chosen as valuable for detailed consideration. This final consideration set will become part of the evaluation phase in which the risks and benefits of each alternative are considered in detail. Finally, the alternative with the optimal balance between risks and benefits will be selected. A refurbished product should proceed through all stages of this decision-making process to become the object of actual purchase.

3. Methodology

To investigate what drives consumers in their choice for refurbished products, a qualitative approach using semi-structured in-depth interviews was chosen, which fitted the exploratory objective of this research. In-depth interviews were preferred, because they provide rich information about personal perspectives and experiences of consumers (Patton, 2002).
3.1 Choice for product category

Our research focused on refurbished mobile phones. Nowadays, refurbishment is rapidly developing in the mobile phone industry and refurbished mobile phones are available on the consumer market. This choice made it possible to execute our research in a realistic market setting with actual buyers. Furthermore, there is a need for solutions to fight the continuous consumption of mobile devices that is resulting in a large amount of electronic waste and the loss of critical and potentially harmful materials (Rathore et al., 2011). Refurbishment is an easy and affordable way to increase the product life span of mobile phones, which has been recognized to play a crucial role in the transition towards more sustainable consumption (Cooper, 2005).

3.2 Participants

To provide an overview of the factors that influence the choice between a new and a refurbished product, a dual perspective was adopted. Interviews (n=20) were conducted with consumers who had recently bought a refurbished mobile phone; in this paper called ‘refurbished buyers’, and consumers who had recently bought a new mobile phone; in this paper called ‘new buyers’. By comparing consumer considerations in both situations, more developed ideas could be formed about which factors stimulate or hinder consumer acceptance of refurbished products. Furthermore, by investigating consumer acceptance of refurbished products in an actual market setting, we were able to reduce the discrepancy between expressed attitude and actual behavior of the participants.

The interviews with refurbished buyers were performed in collaboration with the company Leapp, an independent Dutch company that is specialized in refurbishing and selling used personal electronics from the brand Apple. All participants in the group of refurbished buyers had recently bought a refurbished Apple iPhone from Leapp. In order to contribute to the reliability of this research and minimize brand-related influences, the group of new buyers only existed out of consumers who had recently bought a new Apple iPhone.
In total 20 individuals were interviewed (10 refurbished buyers (RB) and 10 new buyers (NB)). Participants were equally divided between men and women in the age group 20-70, and all had the Dutch nationality.

3.3 Procedure

Based on literature synthesis and our research objectives, an interview guide was developed. This interview guide acted as a flexible framework to perform individual semi-structured interviews of approximately 30 minutes. The conversation started with an introduction about the procedure, confidentiality of the data and the purpose of the study, after which participants could ask questions. The actual interview started with a question about participants’ general demands during a mobile phone purchase. This question was designed to trigger prior experiences to facilitate the expression of underlying motivations later in the interview. The main part of the interview covered issues regarding personal beliefs about refurbished products, experiences with refurbished products, and motivations to buy a new or refurbished mobile phone. If interviewees were not familiar with refurbished products, the concept was explained after discussing participants’ considerations to buy their current (new) phone. A refurbished phone was explained as a used phone, which is collected, restored, updated and resold by a professional company. The interview concluded with questions about the participant’s knowledge and ideas about refurbishment.

3.4 Data analysis

The interviews were recorded and fully transcribed after which they were coded and analyzed. This analysis approach fitted the open and explorative character of this study and provided a structure for discovering patterns and generating insights (Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003). The analysis was performed with the software program Atlas.ti. The transcribed interviews were coded to uncover similarities, themes and categories in the data. This process was executed in several sequential stages of coding, comparing codes, re-coding and grouping codes into themes. To ensure reliability and to avoid misinterpretation of the data, several meetings were organized in which codes and themes were
discussed and analyzed with the research team. The last iteration of coding resulted in a final set of 64
codes, categorized in seven themes (appendix A).

In qualitative research, the concept of saturation, the moment in coding at which no new
insights and themes are uncovered, is generally used to determine a reliable sample size (Guest et al.,
2006). In our research, the criterion for saturation was achieved after sixteen interviews. During
coding of the four remaining interviews, no major new findings were discovered and no new codes
were assigned to the data. These remaining interviews only confirmed our previous findings and
ensured that this research has provided a reliable understanding of the factors that influence consumer
acceptance of refurbished products.

4. Results and discussion

Using our theoretical model, this section sequentially discusses the factors that influence consumer
acceptance of refurbished products throughout the different phases of the consumer decision-making
process (Fig. 2). We start with consumers’ initial responses, which characterize consumers’ “first”
impressions of refurbished products. Subsequently, the orientation phase is described in which barriers
are discovered that can result in rejection of a refurbished product in an early stage of decision-
making. Finally, we explain how a trade-off between perceived risks and benefits determines the final
purchase decision in the evaluation phase, and discuss the factors that influence this trade-off.

![Fig. 2: Model of the consumer decision-making-process showing the main factors influencing consumer acceptance of refurbished mobile phones](image)

**Fig. 2:**

*Model of the consumer decision-making-process showing the main factors influencing consumer acceptance of refurbished mobile phones*
4.1 Pre-purchase phase: initial responses

At the start of the interview, participants were asked to give an initial reaction towards the opportunity of purchasing refurbished products. Before engaging into extensive consideration, interviewees responded predominantly favorable towards refurbished products, although a clear difference between refurbished and new buyers was observed. The interviewed refurbished buyers reported a high level of satisfaction and an enthusiastic attitude towards refurbished products in general. New buyers reported a positive interest in refurbished products, but also expressed their doubts resulting from an existing lack of knowledge:

“I would definitely consider a refurbished phone, but first I want to find out more about the offer, what it exactly implies, and whether some kind of guarantee is given with it.” [NB10]

These reactions indicate that the potential for consumer acceptance of refurbished mobile phones is promising, but it is necessary to tackle existing doubts and a lack of knowledge during the decision-making process to turn this potential into reality.

4.2 Orientation phase: barriers towards entering the final consideration set

The study revealed that in the orientation phase, a number of barriers prevented refurbished products to enter the final consideration set (Fig. 3). It was identified that already in this early stage of decision-making the refurbished product can be rejected, or is not even considered.

![Fig. 3](image)

*Overview of the barriers that prevent refurbished mobile phones to enter the final consideration set in the orientation phase*
The two main barriers that were identified among participants are a lack of awareness and a misconception of the refurbishment concept. Most interviewed new phone buyers were not aware of the existence of refurbished products:

“I have chosen for a new phone, because I did not know something else was possible.” [NB1]

Due to this unawareness, participants did not look for a refurbished product as an alternative to a new phone and refurbished products were not included in the consideration set.

Even if the interviewees were aware of the existence of refurbished products, knowledge about the specific characteristics of refurbishment was lacking. This resulted in a misconception of the refurbishment concept, mainly because refurbished was interpreted as similar to second-hand:

“I still link it with the phenomenon of second-hand. And what do I associate with second-hand? That it is already used by another person, and therefore, it may be damaged and consequently working inferior.” [NB3]

This confusion about what refurbishment actually entails resulted in a misunderstanding and reduction of the perceived value of refurbished products. Consequently, consumers may automatically reject a refurbished product before taking it into consideration.

Because of the current lack of availability of refurbished products via established retail channels, consumers do not easily encounter refurbished phones, or do not know where to buy them. Habitual purchase behavior and a search for convenience lead to a situation in which many consumers do not take refurbished products into consideration when not offered by established retail channels.

Furthermore, some interviewees reported that they were not willing to take extra effort to go to a special store to buy a refurbished phone:

“I find it too much of a hassle that you cannot buy the product at any store or that you specifically need to go to a website.” [NB5]

The final barrier that prevents refurbished products to enter the consideration set is related to the fact that they are used before, and therefore, lack the thrill of newness. In our research, the lack of extra
functionalities that a new product can provide is not reported as a major barrier to take a refurbished product into consideration. However, a small part of the interviewees reported that it is mainly the emotional thrill of newness that they would miss:

“You do not have the thrill of a completely new device. A device that you can unwrap, completely fresh and packed especially for you.” [NB3]

This finding indicates that it is not only the association with quality why consumers prefer new products over refurbished products (Atasu et al., 2010; Guide & Li, 2010). Hedonistic motives related to the entire consumption experience (Hirschman and Holbrook, 1982) also play an important role in consumer choice for refurbished products. Hedonistic purchase behavior is driven by emotions rather than utilitarian value. Our research shows that a lack of enjoyment related to the purchase of a new product, can be a reason to reject a refurbished product in an early stage.

4.3 Evaluation phase: balance between risks and benefits

If barriers in the orientation phase did not restrain the consumer from including the refurbished product in the consideration set, the consumer engages in a subjective, comparative assessment of the risks and benefits that a refurbished product can provide.

Although several benefits of refurbished products were mentioned, our study confirms previous findings that a high level of perceived risk is the main reason to reject a refurbished phone in the evaluation phase of the decision-making process. This rejection may be a consequence of the human tendency to reduce perceived risk rather than maximizing perceived benefit (Mitchell and Boustani, 1994). Fig. 4 summarizes the benefits and risks that consumers perceive in relation to refurbished products. As shown, the perceived risk-benefit balance is influenced by personal, contextual and product-related factors. After explaining the perceived benefits and risks, these influencing factors will be discussed to provide insight into the motives underlying consumers’ final judgment of refurbished products.
Overview of the different benefits and risks consumers associate with refurbished mobile phones

4.3.1 The perceived benefits of refurbished phones

In line with the literature (Atasu et al., 2008; Guide & Li, 2010; Jiménez-Parra et al., 2014; Michaud & Llerena, 2011), the two main benefits that interviewees related to refurbished products were the financial benefit and the environmental benefit.

Our study revealed that the financial benefit was the main reason to buy a refurbished product for all refurbished buyers:

“I have chosen for a refurbished product, because I think a new phone is too expensive” [RB4]

The majority of new buyers confirmed that financial motivations would be most evident when considering a refurbished mobile phone. Results indicated that the combination of financial considerations and specific brand preferences serve as important motivation to buy refurbished products. It is assumed that this brand-driven motive will especially play a role for iconic, premium brands like Apple.

Our results tentatively indicated that the environmental benefit of refurbished products currently plays a minor role in consumer decision-making. Only one of the interviewed refurbished buyers mentioned the role of environmental concerns when purchasing a refurbished mobile phone. Moreover, the results indicated that most refurbished buyers were not even aware of the environmental benefit of refurbished phones. This lack of awareness may result from a lack of communication about the environmental benefit in the current consumer market for refurbished products. However, new buyers reported the environmental benefit as a motivation to choose for a refurbished product:
“The raw materials needed for new phones, are of course not really very kosher. So, the less materials that have to be extracted from rainforests and whatsoever, the better of course.” [NB4]

Corresponding with Michaud & Llerena (2011), this finding indicates that there is potential in informing consumers about environmental benefits to attract environmentally conscious consumers. Especially the combination of the environmental and financial benefits can be exploited to increase consumer acceptance of refurbished products. Our results confirm the prevailing assumption that environmental concerns are rarely the driving purchase argument (Hughner et al., 2007; Meyer, 2001; Young et al., 2010). This notion became especially apparent when the majority of both new and refurbished buyers reported that they would choose for a new phone when money did not matter. However, a refurbished product provides consumers a unique opportunity to match environmental values with limited monetary resources.

Complementary to the financial and environmental benefits, three other benefits of refurbished phones were discovered, which were not yet identified in the literature. The interviews revealed that some consumers see the absence of undesirable innovative features as a benefit of refurbished products. Innovations can, for example, suffer from start-up problems, or require acquisition of new accessories, change in behavior, or extra learning effort:

“That new gadget first has to prove itself, to see whether it indeed has an added value, because that is not always the case. It can also become more complicated again.” [NB1]

It has been acknowledged that ongoing expansion of new features, defined as feature fatigue, can lead to consumer dissatisfaction (Thompson, Hamilton & Rust, 2005). Because refurbished phones are used models that generally are on the market for some time, consumers are usually familiar with the product and know its value.

In contrast, interviewees appreciate that refurbished products can be equipped with unique product features that are not available with new alternatives for sale at the moment of purchase. One
refurbished buyer reported extra memory capacity as a characteristic that made his refurbished phone superior in relation to new alternatives available:

“The advantage is the amount of extra gigabytes. I bought the 4S, at that moment Apple did not offer this phone with 16 gigabytes anymore and in the refurbished version they were still available.”

[RB10]

In the situation explained above, the extra gigabytes were already incorporated in the original phone, but this version was not available on the new market anymore. Although this is not yet applied in practice, there are various opportunities to add such unique features during refurbishment. For example, by changing or adding components and offering possibilities for personalization, added value can be created that makes the refurbished product more attractive.

Finally, refurbished products were praised for their high performance quality in comparison with second-hand products, which were often used as a reference by refurbished buyers. In contrast with second-hand products bought via a private person, refurbished products are believed to offer the consumer a baseline level of performance as a result of the professional check, recovery and sale:

“You know that the product is checked thoroughly, there is also a note with the phone that confirms this. So you know you buy something reliable and that is not always the case with second-hand products.” [RB5]

Also, among new buyers, the knowledge that the product is offered and checked by a professional company contributes to trust in the performance quality of the refurbished product.

4.3.2 The perceived risks of refurbished phones

Building on the theory of risk categorization (Mitchell, 1992), the study revealed that the overall risk perception of consumers in relation to refurbished products is the result of four components of perceived risk. The most mentioned component of perceived risk in relation to refurbished mobile phones was performance risk. Performance risk refers to the fear that a refurbished phone will have an inferior functionality or short lifetime:
“I think I would be more afraid that it would break down more quickly, or that it just stops working more quickly than expected.” [NB8]

The second component of perceived risk was financial risk. Financial risk refers to a fear that the relatively high amount of money paid for the refurbished phone is not spent well and will have a negative influence on the consumer’s monetary resources:

“Whichever you look at it, it is obviously still a lot of money. In that way a little bit of risk is involved.” [RB7]

The third component of perceived risk was time risk, which was in this context related to the fear of losing time when the refurbished phone fails to deliver the promised possibilities, or has to be returned for maintenance:

“Regarding Leapp, the only thing I regret is that I find it annoying that people do not understand that I cannot miss my phone for a week.” [RB10]

The last component of risk that was associated with refurbished mobile phones was defined as obsolescence risk. This component of risk refers to the fear that the phone will become obsolete too soon, and consequently will have its limitations with respect to technological capabilities:

“I see how quickly mobile phones become outdated, and therefore, I would like to have the most up-to-date version at the moment of purchase. Otherwise, the obsolescence will begin even faster.” [NB3]

This risk is believed to be especially high for fast developing, technology-based markets. Consequently, there will be specific consumer segments that will not accept this type of refurbished products because of their high obsolescence risk. Contrarily, fast innovation results in early replacement of still well-functioning products. As a result, there is a considerable offer of used products with a high recovery value, which offers valuable opportunities for refurbishment.
4.4 Factors influencing the risk-benefit balance

To provide additional insights into the means to steer consumers’ final judgment of refurbished products, we uncovered twelve factors that influence consumers’ perception of benefits and risks. These 12 factors have been categorized into personal (2), contextual (6) and product-related (4) factors (Fig. 5).

![Factors Influencing Risk-Benefit Perception](image)

Fig. 5:
Overview of the factors that influence consumer risk-benefit perception in relation to refurbished products

4.4.1 Personal factors

Personal factors are related to beliefs, characteristics or experiences of an individual consumer that result in expectations about the consequences of purchasing a refurbished phone. The level of familiarity with refurbished products is found to be an important determinant in consumers’ evaluation of risks and benefits. Refurbished buyers expressed a remarkably lower level of perceived risk, because they had gained trust in the quality and performance of refurbished products through positive prior experiences. It has also been found that consumers rely on other persons’ beliefs in their evaluation of alternatives. The fact that refurbished products are not yet widely used in the consumer
market created suspicion among new buyers and contributed to a lack of confidence in refurbished mobile phones:

“I would trust it more when more and more people will use it, when it becomes increasingly popular.” [NB2]

Furthermore, interviewees who reported a low confidence in their own ability to judge the quality of a phone displayed a higher level of perceived risk, because they fear to overlook disadvantages of a refurbished phone in their judgment:

“We are really into second-hand products, but not with electronics. But that is also because I have very little knowledge about it.” [NB4]

4.4.2 Contextual factors

Contextual factors include tangible and intangible elements that surround the physical refurbished product offer in the market. The warranty and service are found to be major determinants of the perceived risk-benefit balance when considering a refurbished mobile phone. New buyers reported a fear that there is no possibility to find assistance, or to go back to the provider when the product functions inferior. In this respect, the existence of a physical store as a safe point of return is expressed as desirable and can be a means to decrease the perceived risk associated with refurbished products:

“I just looked up whether there were shops, that is something I experience as pleasant. Because if there is something wrong, I can go somewhere.” [RB7]

The price of the refurbished product was found to have a twofold influence on the perceived risk-benefit balance. Based on earlier studies on WTP for refurbished products (Guide & Li, 2010; Hamzaoui Essoussi & Linton, 2010; Michaud & Llerena, 2011; Wang et al., 2013), a high perceived financial risk will result in rejection of a refurbished product when the price is high. Furthermore, our findings demonstrate that the financial benefit is the main consumer driver to buy a refurbished product, and a low price is therefore advisable to increase consumer acceptance. However, decreasing
the price of refurbished products can also be detrimental, because a low price creates suspicion about
the quality of refurbished products, and consequently, a high level of risk perception. This indicates
that consumer acceptance has an inverted U-shaped relationship with price and finding the optimal
price balance is essential for eliciting the preferred consumer response towards refurbished products.

Consistent with the work of Michaud & Llerena (2011) and Wang (2013), it is argued that
comprehensive and accessible information provision can reduce uncertainty and increase consumers’
understanding of the benefits that refurbished products can provide. Furthermore, people tend to
choose a known risk over an ambiguous risk and avoid situations of which the probability of the
outcome is uncertain (Camerer & Weber, 1992; Ellsberg, 1961). It is suggested that consumers would
more easily accept risks and imperfections associated with refurbished products if they are properly
informed about them. Our findings show a need for information on both a generic level, including the
refurbishment procedure and benefits of extending the product life cycle, and a product-specific level,
including product status and use history. A report about product status includes information like
product age, possible damages, battery condition, and results of performance tests. Information about
the use history could give insight on how the product was used, for example use intensity (average
hours per day), reason of discarding, and use of protective accessories. By providing background
insights, consumers can make a more deliberate assessment of what to expect from the refurbished
phone.

To increase the credibility of provided information, support by means of independent
testimonials, for example, through online user reviews and quality certification, is of major importance
for consumer acceptance:

“In case there is a kind of standard, a minimum qualification so to say, how a refurbished phone
should be build up or that there are minimum requirements for such a device. That would act as a kind
of quality mark or something.” [NB9]

An industry wide quality label would assure consumers that a refurbished product meets a set of
stipulated criteria.
Furthermore, interviewees used the seller image of the company Leapp and the brand image of the original phone brand Apple when evaluating the risks and benefits of a refurbished product. For example, unfamiliarity with the seller increases the fear that a company swindles consumers or does not deliver high-quality products. Interviewees indicate to have more confidence in a refurbished product when offered via a well-known company:

“But if you look at Telfort (large Dutch telecommunication company), who has a name or something, that gave me a sort of trusted feeling.” [NB5]

These findings extend the work of Hamzaoui Essoussi & Linton (2014) by demonstrating that not only a brand, but also a seller, serves as a form of warranty.

Although seller image has been shown to affect consumers’ perceived risk-benefit balance, the direct effect of seller influence remains ambiguous. Our research provides no direct evidence for the assumption made by Subramanian & Subramanyam (2012) that refurbished products offered by an original manufacturer are valued over refurbished products offered by a third-party reseller. However, when the third-party reseller was relatively unknown, participants perceived a higher level of risk. Therefore, we propose that consumers’ risk perception depends on the specific name and reputation of the seller, rather than its identity as third-party reseller or original manufacturer.

The retail experience influences consumers’ risk perception in two ways. First, participants used store appearance, communication materials and store personnel as criteria for seller expertise. Furthermore, the retail experience determines the extent to which the consumer can try and experience the product before purchase. As Rogers (2003) identified in relation to new products, personal experience with the product in a store reduces the perceived risk by providing direct evidence of product performance.

4.4.1 Product-related factors

Finally, it has been found that four characteristics of the physical product itself play a role in consumer perception of refurbished products. Factors like performance characteristics, use history, product
appearance, and specific characteristics of electronic devices influence the consumer in forming an idea about the quality and value of a refurbished phone.

Performance characteristics are reported to be most important in the assessment of a refurbished mobile phone. This emphasis on functionality may be driven by the fear for functional failure, which is strengthened by uncertainty about the use history of the product. The absence of functional deterioration as a result of prior use is found to be of essential importance:

“A small dent in the edge or some very light scratches on the back, is not that exciting in my opinion. But technically the product should just be completely blameless.” [RB6]

In line with earlier academic work (Atasu et al., 2010; Guide & Li, 2010; Jiménez-Parra et al., 2014; Yalabik et al., 2014), this quote suggests that consumers interested in refurbished products primarily seek for functionality instead of newness or outstanding appearance. However, it could be argued that product characteristics related to appearance or innovation, were overruled by high risk related considerations on top of consumers’ mind. Following the findings of Luchs et al. (2012), consumers should first be convinced that refurbished products meet a minimum functional threshold before other characteristics will be taken into account.

Although product appearance has not been reported as a primary criterion, appearance characteristics influence consumers’ perception of risks and benefits. For example, interviewees reported that a refurbished phone should experience as new and severe damages are not accepted. Research on consumers’ perception of new products has shown that consumers are inclined to use product appearance as an indicator for a product’s quality, ease of use and performance (Bloch, 1995; Creusen & Schoormans, 2005; Mugge & Schoormans, 2012a, 2012b). Therefore, product appearance may also have an indirect influence on the perception of refurbished products.

The absence of an expressed need to change the product appearance during refurbishment in combination with the distinctive and timeless design of the Apple phones involved in this research can be seen as a confirmation of the power of aesthetic durability to extend the product life cycle (Bakker
et al., 2014; Chapman, 2005; Mugge et al., 2005; Van Nes, 2003). In this context, it is argued that a good and timeless initial design can contribute to consumer acceptance of refurbished products.

It has been identified that specific characteristics of electronic devices increase the level of risk associated with refurbished mobile phones. First, interviewees reported that product quality and functionality of a phone are difficult to judge from its exterior, which caused a fear that the product contains internal damages the consumer cannot identify. Second, interviewees reported a feeling that consumer electronics are purposively designed to break down after a couple of years, in the literature identified as ‘planned obsolescence’ (Bakker et al., 2014). Because refurbished products are already used for some time, this idea caused the fear that the product may break down quickly. Third, interviewees indicated that the phone market is innovating continuously and products go out of date simultaneously. Consequently, consumers displayed a fear that a refurbished phone will become technically obsolete quickly.

Based on our results, an extended model of the consumer decision-making process has been developed (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6:

*Model of the consumer decision-making process showing the main factors influencing consumer acceptance of refurbished mobile phones*

### 5. Towards increasing consumer acceptance: practical guidelines

To increase consumer acceptance of refurbished products, an integral approach is developed to stimulate consumers’ awareness and understanding of refurbishment and position refurbished products as a unique and suitable alternative for new products.

The starting point is building a strong product basis, which is the essence of any refurbished market offer. Building a strong product basis implies both optimizing the original product design for multiple lifecycles, by including design for circularity in the design objectives, and integrating product design in the refurbishment process. Combining these two perspectives is essential to develop an efficient refurbishment process that enables easy maintenance, recovery and modification of products. Product design during refurbishment is primarily aimed at optimizing functional attributes that have a high chance of deterioration because of prior use. Subsequently, possibilities to add value during
refurbishment can be investigated and exploited. For example, innovative parts can be integrated in refurbished products (Gehin et al., 2007). A product appearance update can give the refurbished product a distinctive character that evokes an ‘as new’ experience, acts quality signal and provides unique aesthetic value. A slightly deviating product design can also be used as a tool to communicate the unique benefits of refurbished products and to trigger consumers’ curiosity. However, it can be questioned if consumers will buy a product that actively shows evidence of refurbishment. Motivated by status concerns and the desire to meet social norms, consumers may prefer refurbished products that look just like new.

With a strong product as foundation, we propose an approach towards increased consumer acceptance in three steps: attract, convince and involve (Fig. 7).
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**Fig. 7:**

*Increasing consumer acceptance of refurbished products in three steps*

First, it is crucial to *attract consumers* when still in the orientation phase, by tackling the identified barriers and triggering consumers’ interest to take refurbished products into consideration. Attracting consumers starts with building awareness and making refurbished products widely known as a high-quality alternative for new products. Promotional activities should be developed that arouse
consumers’ curiosity and communicate the distinctive properties of refurbishment. Furthermore, companies and distribution partners should collaborate to improve accessibility and offer refurbished products via different online and offline stores close to the consumer. Extrinsic product characteristics, like store interior, advertising, product presentation and packaging, can be used to develop a shopping experience that evokes emotional appeal and a thrill of newness (Enneking et al., 2007, Moskowitz, 1994). Such an effort is also important to eliminate negative associations with second-hand products.

After attracting the consumer, the consumer should be convinced of the value of a refurbished product during the in-depth evaluation of risks and benefits. Because the evaluation phase comprises of a more rational assessment of risks and benefits, consumers should be provided with extensive, transparent and accessible information about both the refurbishment process and specific product properties. This information provision should communicate the functional, financial, and environmental benefits of refurbished products to attract environmentally conscious consumers. To significantly reduce the perceived risk related to refurbished products, companies should strengthen their product offer with high-quality service and warranty programs that relieves consumers from any product performance-related risks. Finally, to gain consumers’ trust, companies should strive to support their offer with independent confirmations, such as consumer reviews or quality labels.

The last step in working towards increased consumer acceptance of refurbished products, is to involve consumers in the use and growth of refurbishment. Companies should invest in building strong relationships with customers and use customers as ambassadors of refurbished products. Positive word of mouth and increased familiarity will be crucial to build awareness and convince consumers of the value of refurbished products.

6. General discussion

Driven by a growing commercial and environmental interest in refurbishment, this research is the first to explore the factors influencing consumer acceptance of refurbished products. By investigating consumer acceptance from a decision-making perspective, this research has revealed that a refurbished product can be accepted or rejected at different moments in the run-up to product acquisition. We suggest that the prevailing consumer response to a refurbished mobile phone offer can be
characterized by the sentence “Yes, but ...”. The “yes” follows from the positive initial responses reported in this research, which uncovers a high potential for consumer acceptance of refurbished mobile phones. However, the “but” characterizes the variety of obstacles consumers perceive during decision-making that results in rejecting the refurbished product as final purchase alternative. This rejection can already take place in the orientation phase, due to barriers that prevent the refurbished product to enter consumers’ final consideration set, or during the succeeding assessment of perceived risks and benefits (Fig. 6).

Where previous research has focused on the high level of perceived risk as key obstacle for consumer acceptance of refurbished products, our findings reveal that current low consumer acceptance of refurbished products can be explained by a lack of familiarity and weak image associated with refurbished products. The insights and guidelines provided can be used to develop and commercialize refurbished products that best satisfy consumer needs and are perceived as more than a low-cost alternative for new products. This last remark is of crucial importance, because only when consumers accept and purchase refurbished products as substitutes for new products, refurbishment can contribute to a sustainable society. In case the majority of consumers considers refurbished products only as a supplement to new products, like a second mobile phone as backup, refurbishment cannot be an answer to the waste problem of our current society.

6.1 Future research

Research on the consumer response to refurbished products is still in an initial stage. We have identified various pertinent issues that need further verification to extend the theory on consumers’ response towards refurbished products. Consumers’ responses towards refurbished products are complex and diverse. We assume that this diversity can be explained by individual differences and the existence of market segments. Future research should address this issue by investigating the influence of individual differences and identifying consumer segments that are interesting as a target audience for refurbished products. It would also be interesting to explore consumer acceptance of refurbished products in different cultural contexts, where refurbishment is more or less common. Because our research focused only on refurbished mobile phones from a premium, iconic brand, it would be
valuable to investigate the relevance of our findings for other product categories and explore which product categories are suitable for refurbishment from a consumer perspective. Furthermore, future research can investigate the specific influence of the brand and develop an understanding of the value of refurbishment for low-end markets. It could be argued that consumer acceptance will be more difficult in these markets, because the financial benefit and brand appeal play a less significant role and risk perception may be high because the brand lacks the ability to act as quality assurance. Finally, our study identified the importance of information provision and product design to make refurbished products a satisfying substitute for new products. To accelerate commercialization of refurbished products, future research should investigate issues like the influence of the type and source of information provided, the influence of wear and tear, or the impact of appearance updates.

6.1 Conclusion

To conclude, we aimed to catalyze the process towards a wider consumer acceptance of refurbished products in the consumer market. We have given an initial impetus to encourage and support consumer companies to set up a strong, high-quality market for refurbished products that is commercially attractive and simultaneously contributes to a more sustainable society. The future is about doing more with less and this research shows how refurbishment can be used to make that possible.
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## Appendix A – List of codes and themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Corresponding factors discussed in the article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Theme: Initial responses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Satisfaction and enthusiasm (refurbished buyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Positive interest (new buyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Doubts as a result of knowledge lack (new buyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Demand for newness (new buyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Theme: Barriers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Lack of awareness (new buyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Misconception refurbishment concept (refurbished buyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Misconception refurbishment concept (new buyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Perception second hand products (new buyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Lack of availability conflicts with need for convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Lack of availability conflicts with habitual purchase behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Lack of availability results in unfamiliarity with retail channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Lack of the thrill of newness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Theme: Benefits</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Financial benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Environmental benefit not considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Environmental benefit as purchase motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Absence of undesirable consequences of innovative features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Absence of undesirable learning effort innovations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Unique product features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Higher performance quality than second-hand products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Theme: Risks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Perceived risk refurbished buyers relatively low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Performance risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
22. Financial risk
23. Time risk
24. Obsolescence risk

Theme: Influencing personal factors

25. Lack of familiarity
26. Familiarity through experience
27. Familiarity through positive word of mouth
28. Public familiarity
29. Confidence in own ability to judge

Theme: Influencing contextual factors

30. Warranty and service as risk reliever
31. Warranty and service as trust builder
32. Warranty and service via physical store provides safe point of return
33. Warranty and service as added value
34. Warranty and service needs convenience and speed
35. Warranty and service deficiency

36. Price as a source of risk
37. Price as quality indicator
38. Information provision general characteristics and benefits
39. Information provision product specific aspects
40. Use of independent testimonials
41. Certification and regulation
42. Seller image as indicator of seller expertise and quality
43. Seller image as trust builder
44. Seller image deficiency unknown company
45. Seller image OEM vs. IRBC
46. Seller image professional company as trust builder
| 47. Brand image as trust builder | Brand image |
| 48. Retail experience provides possibility to try the product | Retail experience |
| 49. Retail experience as indicator of seller expertise | |

**Theme: Influencing product-related factors**

| 50. Performance is valued over newness and appearance | |
| 51. Performance demands: no functional deterioration | Performance characteristics |
| 52. Performance demands: no (data) traces previous user | |
| 53. Performance demands: long lifetime | |
| 54. Performance demands: good working battery | |
| 55. Performance demands: up to date software | |
| 56. Performance demands: Replace parts sensitive to hygienic problems | |
| 57. Uncertainty about use history | Use history |
| 58. Product appearance as quality indicator | |
| 59. Product appearance damages | Product appearance |
| 60. Product appearance change | |
| 61. Aesthetic durability | |
| 62. Specific characteristic electronic devices: quality cannot be judged on exterior | Characteristics of electronic devices |
| 63. Specific characteristic electronic devices: planned obsolescence | |
| 64. Specific characteristic electronic devices: fast developing technology | |